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a b s t r a c t 

Fisher’s discriminant analysis; also called linear discriminant analysis (LDA), is a popu- 

lar dimensionality reduction technique that is widely used for features extraction. LDA 

aims at finding an optimal linear transformation based on maximizing a class separabil- 

ity. Even though LDA shows useful results in various pattern recognition problems, such 

as face recognition, less attention has been devoted to employing this technique in Arabic 

information retrieval tasks. In particular, the sizable feature vectors in textual data en- 

forces to implement dimensionality reduction techniques such as LDA. In this paper, we 

empirically investigated an LDA based method for Arabic text classification. We used a cor- 

pus that contains 2,0 0 0 documents belonging to five categories. The experimental results 

showed that the performance of semantic loss LDA based method was almost the same as 

the semantic rich singular value decomposition (SVD), and that is indication that LDA is a 

promising method for text mining applications. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), also known as Fisher’s LDA, is one of the popular dimensionality reduction techniques

that can show good performance in pattern recognition tasks. LDA is a classical method for projection of high-dimensional

feature vectors into a lower dimensional through a linear transformation process that best separates the data groups. The

primary goal of LDA is to find the best linear approximations of object feature vectors for effective and reasonable use in

various classification tasks. Reference [1] demonstrates two major objectives in the separation of groups, the description

of group separation, and prediction or allocation of observations to groups. In general, dimensionality reduction techniques

aim at producing a compact data set given the original incompact data set. Unlike principal component analysis (PCA)

[2] that works in unsupervised mode, the LDA is a supervised technique that requires class labels of the training data. The

new transformed space is obtained using eigenvalues decomposition of both the between-class covariance matrix and the

within-class covariance matrix. Both LDA and PCA are well-known methods that have a distinction in which the LDA focuses

on discrimination while PCA focuses on representation. 

The literature shows that dimensionality reduction has several advantages, such as facilitating data visualization and in-

terpretation. It also can help in coping with the curse-of-dimensionality problem. Nevertheless, minimizing feature vectors

should always preserve the essential information of the original data without sacrificing the classification performance. That

is, the loss of information in the new feature space is as small as possible. Besides the LAD and PCA, there are some other
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Table 1 

Classification and features related methods. 

Classification methods Features selection 

Euclidian distance , cosine similarity measure, Naïve Bayes (NB), k -Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), 

Neural Network (NN), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), classification tree 

(CT), induction rule (CN2), Rocchio, Dice distance, Maximum Entropy (ME). 

Document frequency (DF), information gain (IG), 

mutual information (MI), Chi-Squared ( χ2 -text = CHI), 

term strength (TS), N-grams, stems, roots. 

Features Extraction 

LDA, PCI, SVD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

popular dimensionality reduction techniques such as singular value decomposition (SVD) [3] and Laplacian eigenmaps [4] .

Intuitively, no single algorithm can be best suited for all applications. The algorithm’s selection is based on the reduction

time, improved accuracy, and simplified representation. For classification, a distance metric such as Euclidean distance, Ma-

halanobis distance, or Cosine similarity is used along with the new features to assign the instance in question to one of the

training groups. 

No doubt, large textual feature vectors characterize text classification problems. The vector space model (VSM) is a pop-

ular textual representation method. However, VSM is used the entire vocabulary in order to represent a single document.

Hence, intelligent methods are required to minimize the feature dimensions for effective use in various machine-learning

techniques. In fact, employing features reduction is, indeed, the key to the performance of the classifiers as well as cheaper

in computation. Finding a linear good projection is extremely important especially in text mining applications that usually

have a large number of words, sometimes beyond the hardware capabilities. In most cases, text classification tasks are of ten

thousand dimensions in common; therefore, a dimensionality reduction technique can be thorough as a data compression

technique since it projects the original data into a desired dimensionality of the smaller space. Nevertheless, LDA might fail

to find good projection if the instances of the training classes are not well separated. Still LDA has some drawbacks, such as

the singularity problem and the semantic loss of the generated features. In contrast, latent semantic indexing (LSI) employs

an SVD method to generate semantic rich features. Semantic rich means that the method preserves and understands the

intrinsic latent relationships between the words in the different documents. 

The VSM challenges such as high dimensions and sparsity pose to carefully consider the textual features. In general,

there are two methodologies for handling features; features selection and feature extraction. Feature selection is the pro-

cess of selecting a subset of “hopefully” discriminative features or the most important features form the original features

according to some relevant criterion. For instance, document frequency (DF) is a feature selection method that can be used

to select the words that appear in a particular number of documents. In this case, the selected features are not physically

changed compared to the features extraction process in which new features sets are generated. That is, the feature extrac-

tion methods focus on building a new feature set based on the original features using some techniques such as LDA, PCA,

and SVD. Table 1 shows some of the popular text classification and features related algorithms. As shown in the table, there

are many machine-learning options to perform text classification. In this paper, we used, as highlighted in the table, Eu-

clidean distance for classification and DF for features selection. For feature extraction, we used LDA method. In fact, the

simple Euclidian distance classifier was used, as our focus is to find the capacity of LDA feature extraction method rather

than exploring the classification techniques. 

The features extraction methods shown in Table 1 are different in some aspects. For instances, LDA assumes labeled

training data whereas PCA assumes unlabeled data (i.e. ignores class labels). In addition, SVD is a semantic support method

while both LDA and PCA are semantic loss techniques. There is a large research record focusing on the techniques to extract

the optimal textual features. However, the methods that use semantic rich features are of growing interest. As a common

property, these methods use Eigen values and Eigen vectors as a base for finding the important features. The information

that is provided in table highlights the main directions in text classification field. 

This paper aims at exploring the capabilities of the LDA for Arabic text classification task. The LDA initially was intro-

duced for two-class classification problems. Later, the extension of the two-class LDA was known as multiple discriminant

analysis that is used for multiclass classification tasks. Hence, we used LDA for multiclass text classification. In this work,

we discuss two multiclass LDA based methods known as generalized eigenvectors of the ratio (inverse within-class and

between-class scatters) and linear classification functions where each class has its linear classification rule. We used an Ara-

bic corpus that contains 20 0 0 documents, 1750 documents for training and the rest is for testing. The Matlab tool was used

for both the LDA process and the classification process. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we present some of the Arabic text classification

challenges. Section 3 presents the literate review of LDA followed by LDA background in Section 4 . Section 5 demonstrates

the proposed method and the experimental results in Section 6 . Finally, we conclude in Section 7 . 

2. Text classification challenges 

The VSM model has two well-known problems; which are high dimensionality and sparsity of the data. Moreover, Text

classification has other challenges, such as noises and mixed contents documents. Noises are the words that have little

classification capabilities (i.e. no discriminative power) such as small words prepositions { نع , يف , ىلا , نم } <> {from, to, in,
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Fig. 1. Religion article with translation using Google translator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

for}. In general, such noises are generally handled by adding these types words to the stop word list to be ignored before

the classification process. However, the true challenge in text classification is the mixed contents documents that have

words that belong to completely different categories. In this case, the classification process might give less than optimal

performance and, therefore, increases the misclassification rate. For instance, Fig. 1 is an article that belongs to the Religion

category, based on our training data; however, it has some words that belong to other categories. 

Based on the Fig. 1 , the following are some instances of the words that belong to different categories. The article has

words of the Technology category such as: ( غنوسماس = Samsung, تاشاش = screens, فتاوه = phones), the Economy category: ( كنبلا
= bank, يذيفنتلا سيئرلا = chief executive, ةرايس = car, ةيفرصملا تامدخلا = banking), the Tourism category: ( رفس ركاذت = travel-

ing tickets, ندنل = London, سيراب = Paris, يبد = Dubai, قدنف = hotel, لوبنطسا = Istanbul), the Sport category: ( زئافلا = winner,

In this article, only one .(cartoons = ةيريتاكيراكلا موسرلا ,music = ىقيسوملاب ,artist = نانف ) prize), and the Art category = ةزئاج

word is directly related to the Religion category that is ( ناضمر = Ramadan). However, this word might be a person’s name.

In addition, other words are neither stop word nor are the other categories’ words, such as the word ( رارسا ) which means

(secrets), as it is used in this article as a person’s name. The Arabic article in Fig. 1 was translated into English using the

Google Translator available in [5] . The document intentionally has no numbers, commas, full stops, English characters, or

other symbols such as :{à ® é ² è ² TM ¯ > × — ô é ü ¹×‘ ° © ½ ¾ ë ’ ” ؛ ; ∗ ’ %• ـ– due to the fact that the documents {؟ ? ! : ,

have to exclusively contain Arabic letters as the preprocessing stage is generally the first step in text classification. 

In fact, the word is the basic unit in text classification. Hence, if the documents contain different words that belong

to different categories as indicated in Fig. 1 , errors might be increased that reduce the overall performance. Indeed, text

classification requires efficient methods for choosing the high quality discriminative words especially when the corpus’s

documents show content diversity. For more details of Arabic challenge, the reader refers to [6] . For further illustration,
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Fig. 2. Economy article with translation using Google translator. 

Table 2 

Domains and applications of LDA. 

Reference Domain 

[7] [8] [9] Text classification (for English) 

[10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Face recognition 

Other LDA based works Detection and confirmation of counterfeits, Assessing the geographical origin of olive oils, Forensic classification of 

ballpoint pen inks, Discussing singularity problem, Gender classification, Epileptic magnetoencephalography spikes 

detection, Estimation event potential source time series, Speaker verification, Electroencephalogram features in 

dementia patients, Identifying plant part composition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 shows an Economy article; however, it has words that are related to Religion and Health categories that add more

challenge to the classification process. 

This paper focuses on single label classification; this is why content diversity challenge is clearly observed, however,

such challenge might be handled in multilable text classification as an article might assign to more than one category.

Based on our investigation of Arabic text documents, we observed more challenges. For instances, we noticed that some

Arabic articles have different short stories. That is, a single document contains different short textual segment of completely

different topics. Some article also include many English words such as the technology related articles. 

3. Literature review 

The literature shows that LDA is widely used in pattern recognition problems. Table 2 lists different domains that em-

ployed the LDA technique. At first, the table shows some text classification related studies followed by other pattern recog-

nition LDA-based works. The literature shows that face recognition highly employs LDA. The literature also shows that none

of the previous text classification studies employs LDA for Arabic text classification. This is one motivation to conduct this

research. That is, we aim at demonstrating an original work that uses a machine-learning technique for the Arabic text

classification. 

The information provided in Table 2 focuses on the LDA method. However, the literature shows that the unsupervised PCA

dimensionality reduction technique is also used in different linguistic domains as the following: web page feature selection

and classification, text clustering, patent analysis, identify authoritative documents, and language modeling for bag-of-visual

words image categorization. 

For Arabic, the literature shows that most of the previous works employ feature selection methods that are based on

VSM to represent a document. However, VSM represents text as “bag of words” in which each word occurrence or weight
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Fig. 3. A demonstration of the transformation process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

corresponds to one independent dimension (i.e. does not preserve the semantic relationships). In contrast, little research

has been observed to using features extraction methods such as LDA, PCI, and SVD. Among the little studies, for instances,

reference [15] employed the semantic rich SVD method for Arabic text classification. SVD also was used in [16] for Arabic

document clustering. Reference [17] used SVD for Arabic text categorization. SVD was also used for Arabic text clustering as

indicated in [18] . 

For recent studies in this field, Reference [19] is a review of the latest research of Arabic text mining. Reference

[20] demonstrated a study of the impact of indexing approaches on Arabic text classification. They indicated that the stem

is better than full-word form due to smaller data size, which enhances both the processing time and storage utilization

as well as scoring higher accuracy. Reference [21] presented an approach for Arabic text categorization based on a graph-

based representation. They consider a model in which each document is represented by a graph that encodes relationships

between the different named entities. 

In fact, this research is trying to highlight the usefulness of LDA for Arabic text classification. The distinguished part

of this proposed work is that it did not use any of the existing off-the-shelf toolboxes such as Weka [22] , Orange [23] ,

and Rapid Miner [24] . That is, it is not a straightforward to implement feature extraction methods such as LDA in the

available machine-learning packages. This is maybe one reason why feature extractions are not widely used for Arabic text

classification research, as the researchers generally prefer to use “black boxes” rather than programming from the scratch. 

4. Linear discriminant analysis 

Employing dimensionality reduction techniques is of importance in the aspects for pattern recognition and text mining.

In fact, many studies highlight the benefits of LDA. For instance, it is indicated in [25] that using dimensionality reduction

significantly improves the performance. Reference [26] indicated that the dimensionality reduction is the process of finding

a suitable lower-dimensional space for several reasons such as: exploring high-dimensional data to discover structure that

leads to the formation of statistical hypotheses, visualizing the data using 2-D or 3-D, and analyzing the data using statistical

methods, such as clustering or classification. Dimensionality reduction typically employed in very high-dimensional space

domains, such as data visualization, data mining, and information retrieval (IR) [27] . Even though using dimensionality

reduction is extremely important in many applications, there are some listed constraints [28] , such as the complexity of the

algorithms for data reduction, predictive / descriptive accuracy (relevant features), and representation of the Data-Mining

model (simplicity of representation). 

The concept of dimensionality reduction is to find a projection that maximize the discrimination between classes. Fig. 3

demonstrates some of textual feature vectors that reduced using a dimensionality reduction method to lower dimensions.

That is, it transforms the five document vectors of ten dimensions to only two dimensions. In this figure, the reduced feature

vectors are arbitrary chosen to have two features (i.e. dimensions). In the figure, TF-IDF is the shorthand of Term Frequency

– Inverse Document Frequency, the well-known weighting sachem in information retrieval and text mining applications. 

For further illustration, Fig. 4 shows 500 randomly generated points of two dimensions each. These vectors are projected

on a new space of one dimension. The red points are projected on the green line while the blue cross pints are projected

on the magenta line. Hence, the two-dimension vector are now represented with only one dimension with best separation.

Even though this is a simple demonstration, nevertheless, LDA can handle feature vectors of large dimensions, such as in

face recognition and text classification. 

LDA is the process of projecting N data vectors that belong to c different classes into a (c-1) dimensional space in such

way that the ratio of between group scatter S b and within group scatter S w 

is maximized [29] . Hence, the classes’ centroids

in the transformed space spread out as much as possible. Fig. 5 shows the projection of some points (two dimensions) into a

new line (z) defined by the set of weight parameters. The discriminant function yields the scores on z is represented using

the following formula: z = w’ x = w1 × x1 + w2 × x2 + … + wk × xp , where p is total number of dimensions in each feature

vector. 

Hence, the first step is to find a set of weight values that maximize the ratio of the between-class scatter to within-class

scatter using the training set samples. The eigenvalue decomposition of the between-class (S b ) to within-class (S w 

) scatter
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Fig. 4. A projection of two class dataset. 

Fig. 5. A projection of two group instances into a new space (z). 

 

 

matrices is the key towards finding the weight values (eigenvectors). Obtaining the lower dimensions achieved by discarding

some eigenvectors that have the smallest corresponding eigenvalues. The steps to obtain the eigenvectors are as follows: 

1) Estimate the covariance matrix for each class by: 
∑ 

j ( x j − μ) ( x j − μ) T where μ is the mean of the entire dataset

and x j is a sample in the dataset. 

2) Estimate within-class (Sw) scatter for each class by: 
∑ 

classes c P c × cov arianc e c where P c is the Apriori probability of 

each class. 

3) Estimate the between-class (Sb) scatter by: 
∑ 

classes ( μc − μ) ( μc − μ) T where μc is the mean of each class. 

4) The between-class (Sb) scatter is also computed by: Sb = entire dataset Covariance-Sw 

5) Finding Eigen values and Eigen vectors by: Eigen decomposition ( Sb 
Sw 

) 

6) For two classes case, Eigen values and Eigen vectors are computed by: Inverse (Sw) (m1 −m2) 

7) The original data vectors are transformed into the new dimensional subspace by: selected maximum Eigenvectors ∗

Original data points 
8) The transformed score are compared with classes’ centroids using a distance measure. 
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Fig. 6. Two-class data and the projection. 

Fig. 7. A demonstration of two class Eigendecomposition process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 shows an example that demonstrates ten data points of two classes. The red points belong to class 1 and the

blue cross points belong to class 2. The green triangle shows the projection of all data points. It is clear the projection line

maintain the separation between the two classes which facilitates the classification process. 

The calculation of the projection in Fig. 6 is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . The calculations are performed using Matlab. How-

ever, other tools can be used for LDA calculation such as Python. 

Once finding the eigenvectors (i.e. the weights) that correspond to some of the maximum eigenvalues, the transformed

values of the new space are generated by multiplying the weights with the original data. For classification, the discriminant

function z used to classify a new data point. That is, the new sample is transformed to the new space for classification

purpose. As indicated, the classification process performed using a distance measure such as Euclidean distance, Cosine

similarity measure, etc. 

To illustrate the projection process of three-class case, we consider a small data set that contains 15 samples belonging

to three classes. The following Fig. 8 shows some information of this set. In this example, we demonstrate how to represent

3-dimenstinal feature vectors into 1-dimenstional feature vectors using LDA. 
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Fig. 8. A demonstration of three class Eigendecomposition process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 shows the original data in three-dimensional space. The goal of LDA is to have these points represented using less

than three dimensions, one or two, of course without losing the discriminative quality for each class. 

Fig. 10 shows a chart that represents how LDA transforms the 3-dimensional input feature vectors into a reduced 1-

dimensional feature vectors with preserving the differences among the classes’ centroids. Even though the training points

are clearly separated into three different classes, some overlaps might appear in complex applications. Naturally, the new

instance (i.e. the instance in question or the instance that is presented for the classification purpose) is assigned to the

closest centroid in the projected space. 

Although a single discriminant function z can separate samples into several classes, multiple discriminant analysis is also

used to construct a separate discriminant function for each class. That is, instead of solving for the eigenvalue / eigenvector,

the linear classification functions can be used for classification. Linear classification functions method estimates the common

population covariance matrix by a pooled sample covariance matrix known as (S pl ) [1] : 

S pl = 

1 

N − k 

k ∑ 

i =1 

( n i − 1 ) S i 

Where (Si) is the covariance matrix of the class i, k is the total number of the classes, N is the total number of training

instances in all classes, and n i is the number of instances in a particular class. For classification using linear classification

functions, assign the new instance (y) to the group for which Li(y) is maximum as follows [1] : 

L i ( y ) = ȳ ′ i S −1 
pl 

y −1 

2 

ȳ ′ i S −1 
pl 

ȳ i , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , k 

Where ( ̄y i ) is the mean of the class i. Fig. 11 shows how to utilize linear classification functions as shown in the previous

simple three-class example. 
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Fig. 9. Three class data set in the original space. 

Fig. 10. The data in the transformed space of three classes. 

Fig. 11. A demonstration of three class linear classification functions. 
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Table 3 

The corpus information. 

The training data collection 

# Category Number of documents Number of words Number of unique words 

1 Economy 350 225,659 31,942 

2 Health 350 151,912 25,835 

3 Education 350 224,078 35,294 

4 Sports 350 135,473 24,056 

5 Tourism 350 192,083 28,218 

Total 1750 929,205 80,156 ∗

The testing data collection 

1 Economy 50 22,031 6959 

2 Health 50 29,722 9386 

3 Education 50 35,338 8961 

4 Sports 50 15,168 5482 

5 Tourism 50 20,268 6794 

Total 250 122,527 24,496 ∗

∗It is not algebraic summation since the common words not counted. 

Fig. 12. The common words among the five categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. The proposed method 

To investigate the proposed method, we prepared an Arabic text corpus that contains 1750 documents for training and

250 documents for testing. The training set contains 929,205 words with 80,156 unique words. The collected documents

belong to five categories as shown in Table 3 . The corpus was prepared with help by Alqabas newspaper in Kuwait [30] .

Table 3 shows some of the information of the corpus used. 

The preprocessing includes deleting all characters that are out of the Arabic alphabetic characters. It also includes deleting

numbers, commas, full stops, and all other symbols. A normalization process was also performed to change some Arabic

characters, such as ( ا → أ ) and ( ا → إ ). The stop word list is declared that contains all common words in the five categories of

training documents. Fig. 12 demonstrates what we mean by the common words. 

The proposed method is summarized in the following algorithm: 

1) Stop word list is declared. In this work, we define the stop word list as the common words in all categories of the

training documents. By the common words, we mean the words that appear in all categories (i.e. the five categories).

2) Document Frequency (DF) feature selection threshold is set. Different DF threshold can be investigated to find the

optimal performance. For instance, if we use DF as 65, this means that any word that appears in more than 65

different document is appended in the vocabulary. 

3) Using the prepared vocabulary, the training and testing feature vectors for all documents are generated using VSM

representation. 

4) Based on the prepared VSM, LDA is used to generate the transformed feature vectors. The steps to perform LDA

process was described in section IV. 

5) The centroids of the transformed feature vectors are used for classification based on the Euclidian distance. 

6. Experimental results 

This section presents the experimental results of the proposed method. The stop word list contains 1846 words. In ad-

dition to the stop word list, we discarded all words of one or two characters length since they have no effect in the clas-

sification process; an example of single character is the shorthand of doctor (Dr ➔ Different DF values were used in the .( د

experiments as indicates in Table 4 . The DF aims at discarding any word that appears in less than or equal DF threshold.

Hence, VSM considered all the words appearing in more than the DF threshold to create 1750 feature vectors of the training

set. Each dimension of each created VSM feature vector cantinas the total number of a particular word’s occurrences in

the document. Of course, the VSM model was also used to create the testing set feature vectors based on the dictionary

prepared using the training data set. The total number of features of each feature vector is constraint to the choice of DF

threshold. Therefore, the total number of the words in the dictionary is based on the selected DF threshold. Table 4 shows
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Table 4 

The Results using eigenvalue decomposition and linear classification functions. 

# DF # of original dimensions Eigenvalue accuracy (%) Linear functions accuracy (%) 

1 64 335 82.0 83.2 

2 65 315 81.2 84.4 

3 66 305 80.8 82.4 

Table 5 

The accuracy of each class. 

# Category Eigenvalue accuracy (%) Linear functions accuracy (%) 

1 Economy 82 88 

2 Health 86 86 

3 Education 100 98 

4 Sports 66 72 

5 Tourism 72 78 

Average 81.2 84.4 
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Fig. 13. Performance comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the proposed method performance using both eigenvalue decomposing and linear classification functions. The results show

that text classification using linear classification functions outperforms the eigenvalue decomposing method. 

Table 5 shows more details of the obtained accuracies for each category using the threshold (DF = 65). The table shows

the result for both the eigenvalue decomposition and the linear classification functions methods. Only four LDA dimensions

were used for the results presented in Table 5 . 

We repeated the experiments for different LDA dimensions in the transformed space with the following values: one,

two, and three dimensions. The reported accuracies (with DF = 65) are as follows: 46.0%, 63.2%, 74.4%, respectively. We

then repeated the experiments using DF equal to 40. This DF gives 923 features; the accuracy scored 70.0% using both

eigenvalue decomposition and linear classification functions methods (only four dimensions were used). For comprehensive

and precisely evaluation of the LDA performance, we compared the results with our previously published results using the

SVD method as demonstrated in [30] . The benchmarking results reported in [30] used almost the same data collection (with

a slight change in the number of the categories and the documents). 

At that work, we used SVD method with a number of classifiers that include cosine similarity measure, NB, k-NN, NN,

RF, SVM, and CT. The best performing classifier was the SVM that scored (84.75%) whereas the cosine similarity measure has

less accuracy as (82.5%). In this work, the maximum accuracy is (84.4%) which means that the semantic loss LDA method

has almost the same accuracy as the SVD semantic rich method. In addition, this work used the Euclidian distance for

classification, which is not known as the best for classification. This gives an indication that LDA is a promising method

for Arabic text classification and deserve for more investigation. Fig. 13 shows the performance for SVM, cosine similarity

measure, and LDA methods. 

Finally, we emphasize that we used the accuracy metric for performance evaluation. Accuracy is simply the ratio of

correctly predicted observations to the number of actuals. However, text classification researchers general use other perfor-

mance metrics such as recall, precision, and F-1 measure. Nevertheless, if the testing set has equal number of documents

from each group, then the accuracy measure is enough. In this work, the testing set has equal number of documents as each

class has 50 testing documents. This is the reason why we evaluated the performance using only the accuracy metric. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented the capacity of LDA for Arabic text classification. On other words, the present study is

an attempt to understand whether the LDA is adequate for text classification such as other celebrated successful implemen-
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tations, face recognition is an example. The prior art shows that the LDA is rarely used for Arabic text classification despite

its good capabilities in dimensionality reduction. Therefore, this work focuses on the implementation of the LDA method for

Arabic text classification as such applications generally contain sizable vocabularies that lead to large features and vectors.

The experimental results showed that the performance of the semantic loss LDA feature vectors is almost the same as the

semantic rich LSI method. In fact, the literate has little studies to compare machine learning classifiers and dimensionality

reduction techniques; nevertheless, our benchmarking comparison showed that the LDA is one of the worthy method as it

gives promising results when compared with SVM, k-NN, NN, NB, cosine measure, etc. For instance, the SVM scored accuracy

up to 84.75% while the LDA scored 84.4%. This results point out to the important of employing LDA for text classification. In

this research, we did not use any of off-the-shelf software platforms such as Weka, as these tools generally do not have all

machine-learning options such as extracting features using the LDA technique. 

As a future work, it is worthy to investigate other dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA. That is, PCA might

be a good option for Arabic text clustering (i.e. unsupervised learning). It is also worthy to consider other feature selection

methods such as Chi-Square Statistic ( χ2 ), Information Gain (IG), Mutual Information (MI), and Expected Cross-Entropy

(ECE). Finally, this paper was designed as tutorial for researchers who are interested in employing the LDA based methods

for their own domains as the papers contains some of detailed examples. For recent studies in Arabic text classification, the

reader refers to [31] and [32] . 
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